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• Three approaches to animal welfare

• animal
minds
• feelings
pleasure
suffering

•

Ethically based not on science
•
1. those based on feelings,
2. on biological functioning
• animal
bodies
•
3. on behaviour
in nature.
• health• ,disease,

• growth
• reproduction

• animal nature

• natural conditions •
• Natural behaviour

These three do not
necessarily lead
to similar conclusions
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• Wicked problems

• Where issues have stalled due to their
complexity or have become buried in a
tangle of conflicting agendas and
emotion – so-called wicked problems
•
• The term ‘wicked’ in this context is used,
not in the sense of evil, but rather as an
issue highly resistant to resolution

Characteristics of wicked problems
• A Public Policy Perspective, Australian Public
Service Commission,
http://www.apsc.gov.au/publications07/wickedproblems.htm
• There is no unique, ‘correct’ view of the
problem just different perspectives
• Data is uncertain or missing, there is
considerable uncertainty or ambiguity
• The problem has many interdependencies
and may be multi-causal
• The consequences are uncertain or difficult
to imagine
• Attempts to address the problem have lead
to unforeseen consequences
• Legislation, scientific evidence, resources
or political alliances are constantly evolving
• The problem has no simple, clear solution

• The problem is socially complex –
involving coordinated action by a
range of stakeholders
• The problem does not sit
conveniently within the responsibility
of any one organisation
• The solution requires groups of
individuals to change their mindsets
and behaviours, often in the face of
resistance to change
• Previous attempts to solve the
problem have failed
• Problem solver(s) have lost touch
with the problems and potential
solutions
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HISTORY of FAWC
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Farm Animal Welfare Advisory Committee,
was set up in response to the Brambell Committee Report 1 that was published in 1965
The Farm Animal Welfare Council (FAWC) was established by Government in 1979 as an

independent,
Non-statutory,
advisory body
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WHO are FAWC members
Appointed by Ministers in England, Scotland and Wales. Members
work in a personal capacity,
Not as representatives of any organisation or interest group.
The membership includes those with knowledge and experience of
animal welfare science and practice,
veterinary medicine,
livestock production,
enforcement,
retailing
consumer interests.
Economics
Ethics
a lay member was appointed 2006 to bring a new perspective.

NOLAN Seven Principles of Public Life
(Ministerial Code on Standards in Public Life 1994)
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Holders of public office e.g. FAWC
Selflessness –
Integrity –
Objectivity –
Accountability –
Openness –
Honesty –
Leadership –
http://www.archive.official-documents.co.uk/document/parlment/nolan/nolan.htm

Appointments to Public committees Nolan 1994
The ultimate responsibility for appointments is Ministers.
. All public appointments should be governed by
the overriding principle of appointment on merit.
Selection on merit should take account of the need
to appoint boards which include a balance of skills and backgrounds.
The basis on which members are appointed and
how they are expected to fulfil their role should be explicit.
The range of skills and background which are sought should be
clearly specified.
. All appointments to............... should be made after advice
from a ( interview) panel or committee with an independent element.
Each panel or committee should have at least one independent member
and independent members should normally account for a third.
New board members should on appointment make a
commitment to undertake induction training ...include awareness
of public sector values, and
standards of probity and accountability

FAWC How does it work?

meet more frequently. These groups undertake the detailed analysis and prepare recommendations fo

a particular issue, the GB Government Departments with responsibility for farm animal welfare may re

on a new study carries out a written, public consultation. Studies incorporate consideration of detailed
nly, visits to farms, other agricultural holdings and research centres.
blished reports which are widely distributed throughout the UK and overseas.
ean Union, the Council makes contact with its counterparts in Europe, through the European Forum o

FAWC Operations



















Standing committees
Ethics, Economics, Education and Regulation Standing Committee
Pigs, Poultry and Fish
Ruminants
Working groups
Farm Animal Welfare Strategy
Disease and Farm Animal Welfare
Welfare Economics
Education, Communication and Knowledge Application

FAWC Big Ideas



























The “Five Freedoms”
In considering the welfare conditions under which farm animals are kept, FAWC is
guided by five ideals, known as the Five Freedoms.
Freedom from hunger and thirst – by ready access to fresh water and a diet to
maintain full health and vigour.
Freedom from discomfort – by providing an appropriate environment including
shelter and comfortable resting area.
Freedom from pain, injury or disease – by prevention or rapid diagnosis and
treatment.
Freedom to express normal behaviour – by providing sufficient space, proper
facilities and company of the animal’s own kind.
Freedom from fear and distress – by ensuring conditions and treatment which
avoid mental suffering.

FAWC Big ideas









Five freedoms and obligations
Stunning before killing
Welfare of (the animals which produce) the food we eat
Quality of life

• How do we ensure an acceptable
quality of life for a farm animal?
• Citizen &
• Consumer

• Quality of
Life
• ‘Laws’
• Science, Economics, Politics

• ‘Farm’
• 18

• Legal minimum standard – Beyond the Five Freedoms

1.The emphasis in current legislation is on the avoidance of
“unnecessary suffering”.
2.This reinforces the negative image of farming and food
production.
3.Focussing on an animal’s quality of life rather than its
suffering puts everyone on the front foot.

• Minimum
welfare
standard ?

• Good
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• Does current
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legislation lead
to a ‘life worth
living’ for all?
• “Legal
minimum”

• 20

• Welfare labels
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•
•
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“Higher welfare”
“Animal first”
“EU green”
“Ethical label”

• No label or
• “Conforms to
EU standards”

• 21

•

Necessary conditions for ethical consumers and farm
animal welfare
1.Citizens educated about food and farming from
childhood
2.Minimum welfare standard defined by quality of life
3.Standards for a ‘good life’ defined by an independent
body
4.Rigorous welfare assessment with independent
audit
5.Due diligence in the food chain with marketing
claims verified
6.Welfare labelling provides consumer choice
•
Quality of life of farm animals raised

FAWC advice 2005-2010
Bread and butter

the Veterinary Surgeons Act exemption order regime (PDF).

ed to the recommendations made by the independent review of the Farm Animal Welfare Council, pu

WC) launches its website www.EuroFAWC.com.
nimal Health Bill (PDF 20KB).
PDF 650KB) is published in the Veterinary Record.
and the Scottish Government (PDF) on beak trimming of laying hens.
please read the enclosed letter (PDF)
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Opinions published by the Farm Animal Welfare Committee













Welfare of farmed and park deer, 2013
Welfare implications of breeding and breeding technologies in commercial livestock agriculture,
2012
Contingency planning for farm animal welfare in disasters and emerg1encies,2011
Fish 2014
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Objectives of the Stewardship Programm
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l

l
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1. To protect and improve the welfare of farm animals beyond legislative
standards (i.e. ensure not only that all farm animals have a ‘life worth living’ but that
an increasing number have a ‘good life’).

l

l

l

l

2. To provide improved baseline information and assurance to consumers and
others of the health and welfare status of farm animals and the health and welfare
status of food products.

l

l
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3. To reduce both the risks and total costs associated with farm animal diseases
– for example, by means of higher levels of farm biosecurity practices.

l

l

l

4. To improve the competitiveness of farm businesses and of UK meat and
livestock production.

l

l

l
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5. To help to appropriately share the costs associated with measures to improve
farm animal health and welfare between government (on behalf of society) and
industry (i.e. the livestock industries and animal keepers).

l

l

l

6. To engage farmers/keepers in an ongoing commitment to improve and
maintain at high levels the health and welfare of their animals.

FAWC FISH report 2014
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Recommendations
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118. FAWC recommends that governments should extend the requirements for
terrestrial species in the Welfare of Farmed Animals Regulations (WOFAR) to
farmed fish (as appropriate and with suitable modifications), so that there is a
clear legal basis for enforcement of basic requirements in all farmed fish species.
This would include legal requirements for the management of farming enterprises
of the sort included in Schedule One of WOFAR, for example concerning the
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competence of staff, record keeping, inspection frequencies, construction of
facilities and arrangements for maintenance and testing of automatic equipment.
However, we do not recommend creation of a statutory Welfare Code at this
time.
128. Fish are able to detect and respond to noxious stimuli, and FAWC
supports the increasing scientific consensus that they experience pain. We
therefore recommend that deliberations on management and other processes
should be made on this basis

Regional animal welfare councils

independent councils
WC, CAWC, APC
anish, Norwegian, EUWelNet Advisory Board
entative councils
, Ireland FAWAC, EUROFAWC ,OIE Regional councils
keholders Animal health and welfare platforms , EUROFAWC, AWARE
ry Councils
P
, Austrian
WAC ( Makes codes)

CoE Conventions
Pets

Transport
Wildlife
Farmed livestock

Laboratory

Slaughter

Animals
www.coe.int/animalwelfare

Council of Animal Welfare Belgium
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Scope/Mission statement
The Animal Welfare Council (AWC) advises the Belgian Minister for
Public Health on animal welfare topics, at the request of the Minister
him/herself,
the Animal Welfare Department of the Federal Public Service of Health,
Food Chain Safety and Environment or members of the AWC.
The opinions take into account the latest scientific, ethical and
social developments.
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Short outline of structure
The AWC is composed of maximum 18 members,
which are representatives from animal rights organsations
and other associations defending the interests of producers, breeders,
consumers or veterinarians. Also four or five members of the
Executive Board are included in the AWC. These latter are
experts from universities, known for their work in relation to animal welfare.

Farm Animal Advisory Welfare Council Ireland
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Structure
Comprised of representatives from a wide range of interest
groups: farm organisations, animal welfare groups, veterinarians,
those involved in animal transport, Teagasc, the Veterinary
College and DAFF, and reflecting the North/South dimension,
a representative from DARD in Belfast.
Activites
Production of codes
Promotion of best standards

AWARE Regional Advisory Committees
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Regional Advisory Committees were established
in the four Eastern European Hubs. Each
committee is leaded by Hub leader and deputies leaders
from member of the AWARE consortium.
The Committee comprise representatives from
NGOS,
National Veterinary ‘chambers’,
animal industry representatives,
consumer organisations and
state veterinary offices.
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Conclusions on Farm animal welfare Councils

mmittees
t. only do what the members are capable of.
neric skills required by all Government CommitteesCOMMUNICATION- analysis, Drafting. …..
alyse the tasks/ issues they will opine on
alyse which skills and experience are required
t competences required by all the members
lect members based on their expertise , competences and skills
ensure Transparency, Trust Credibility of work and manage expectation and manage conflicts
ndependent recruitment and operation “ Nolan Principles”
Produce a strategic plan
ependent expert committees are easier to manage and more productive than representational Comm
l

Potential issues for Balkan Regional Council on Farm animal welfare

l

.

Gap analysis- need for new legislations ( national/ regional)
Setting priorities,
Advice on interpretation of national and EU laws ( e.g Beak trimming)
Best Practice,
Codes of practice
1099/2009 - SOPs,
Economics Farmer welfare and animal welfare
Social aspects of AW and consumers,
Sustainability.
Enforcement
Communication
Welfare champions
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